LOCAL CEASEFIRE AGREEMENT MOSTAR - BIJELA

General ROSO, Commander of the HVO army, and General DELIC, Commander of the BiH army, under the chairmanship of Lt General BRIQUEMONT, undertake to order a local ceasefire in the areas of MOSTAR - SALAKOVAC - BIJELA - DREZNICA - GRABOVICA - JABLANICA, during day light in order to allow free movement of humanitarian convoys of UNHCR or other international agencies escorted by UNFROFOR units.

These convoys will be planned under control of SPABAT and movement plans will be forwarded by SPABAT to the HVO and BiH parties, through Liaison Officers, with a normal notice of 48 hours but at least 24 hours.

This agreement must be considered as an addition to the agreement signed on 25 November 1993 by Gen PETKOVIC and Gen DELIC, which remains fully valid.

Signed in VISOKO on 16 December 1993.

General ROSO

General DELIC

Witnessed by:

Lt General BRIQUEMONT